่าง
อย

ตัว

• Enjoy the romantic waves sound & Chic around the mystique town •

ตัว

อย

่าง

Sit & Sip

“To match up with the chilling concept of a tourist city as Hua Hin, this chapter has
gathered 10 chic & chill coffee shops and bars for you to enjoy. Each of which has
its own charm and set themselves apart from one another in various aspects such
as how to make coffee, delicious cake menus, prime beachside location and being
favorite among local people. Take a pick and spend your available afternoon sipping
a cup of decent coffee, savoring tasty cakes and your evening drinking cocktails with
beautiful melodies of soothing music. Your time could never be better spent!”

Sit & Sip

ตัว

อย

่าง

PONY CAFÉ

Because of cute dec or, this freshman cafe
manages to make a high popularity score
compared to other senior cafes. Everywhere
you look, you will see ponies. No doubt the
owner is fond of ponies and even owns a
private stable. Pony dolls are placed on all
tables and of course guests are allowed to
play with them however they like. Friendly
atmosphere and excellent Italian homemade
cuisine certainly distinguish Pony Cafe from
others. Apart from that, there are homemade
ice cream in various flavors and freshly made
premium Arabica coffee on offer. You can
rest assured as the owner also runs a coffee
business in Chiang Mai province.
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Hua Hin - Bound

PONY CAFE

Bo Fai Temple

66/118 Phetkasem Road, Hua Hin,
Prachuap Khiri Khan 77110

Open daily 09.00 – 21.30
Tel. 08 0658 5353

Sit & Sip

Plearnwan
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่าง

LAT 12.624217
LONG 99.950492

GUIDE

อย

From Phetkasem Road (Hua Hin-bound), go past Hua Hin
Airport and you will notice Ocas Condo Hua Hin on
the left. Pony Cafe will be on the opposite side, so
you need to keep right and make a U-turn.

ตัว

LOVE
Enjoy a cup of decent coffee,
a piece of delicious pastry
and a pony doll. Or walk around
to check out little collectibles
in the cafe.’ This should make
your day.

TO DO

Do not miss ou this
mouth-wateringt on
New Zealand MusBasekelsd
with Cheese.
NZ
mussels are adAseqthe
ua
tel
covered with cheese, y
this is such a lov
flavorful starter, eselypeanciadlly
when it is served hot.

อย

่าง

Sit & Sip

For those who would like to feel revived again, Chub Cheeva is
your answer. Their decorating style plays a huge role in creating
different feels for visitors. Recently it had just been under a massive
renovation. The cafe itself is an air-conditioned room with soft
sofas for guests to get comfortable and spend their time as long as
they would like. The outdoor space has also been renovated to
feel more invigorating. Although many things have changed, the
concept of serving premium quality and taste of pastries remains.
Delectable choices comprise Blueberry Cheese Pie, Banoffee Pie
and Brownie. We recommend you order your favorite drink along
with a dessert of your choice and pick a lovely corner to sit. You
can definitely chill all day long!

ตัว

CHUB
CHEEVA
HUA HIN

TO DO
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If you do not worry abe out
getting dark skin, th g tree
seating under the birelax,
is a perfect spot to r
work or read. Powele.
sockets are availab
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Sit & Sip

LOVE

อย

่าง

Feel the hidden artistic
touch in every corner
and strike a pose for
photos

GUIDE

ตัว

From Phetkasem Road, drive into Soi Hua Hin
45, keep straight until the end of the road and
turn left. The coffee shop will be on the left
hand side.

CHUB CHEEVA HUA HIN
Open daily 12.00 – 22.00
Tel. 0 3251 3380, 08 4135 5505
LAT 12.584346
LONG 99.955107

Phetkasem Rd.

2/8 Naebkhehat Road, Hua Hin, Prachuap Khiri
Khan 77110

Soi Hua Hin 45

PTT
Gas Station

Soi Hua Hin 47

Naebk
hehat
Rd.

Chub
Cheeva

อย

่าง

Sit & Sip

Gallery Coffee Drip is truly a haven for coffee aficionados who
are fascinated by an aroma of roasted coffee. Their unique way of
making coffee is grinding coffee beans with manual coffee grinder,
slowly adding 90-degree water from a kettle to the ground coffee
through filtered paper and finally dripping in a dripper. You will get
Single Original which is rich pure black coffee. The flavor of the
black coffee can be varied based on characters of each coffee
bean. In case you prefer to try some new tastes, ask for advice
from a barista. There is a broad array of coffee beans from various
species on offer. For those who are not into strong flavored coffee,
opt for Coffee Jelly which is made from coffee drip combined with
gelatin and topped with milk foam. It also comes with fresh milk
and syrup to add on according to individual preference.

ตัว

GALLERY
COFFEE
DRIP
HUA HIN

TO DO
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een
Try matcha grilk
m
t
ou
tea with ce foorr an
sparkling jui shing
instantly refre
feel.
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Sit & Sip

อย

Those who would like
to taste their own drip
coffee, drip styled coffee
machine is available
for purchase along with
useful advice from the
owner.

่าง

LOVE

GUIDE

Soi Hua Hin 51, Dechanuchit Road, Hua Hin,
Prachuap Khiri Khan 77110

Open daily 10.00 – 21.00
Tel. 08 1656 0165, 08 6049 2731
LAT 12.579363
LONG 99.955939

Soi Hua Hin 51

Gallery Coffee Drip

Naebkh
ehat Rd
.

GALLERY COFFEE DRIP HUA HIN

Phetkasem Rd.

ตัว

: From Phetkasem Road, drive into Soi Hua Hin
51 and the coffee shop is located at the corner
between the alley and Naebkhehat Road as
shown in the map.

Sit & Sip

ตัว

อย

่าง

HUA HIN COFFEE
STATION

In spite of its location being right next to
Hua Hin train station, this chic coffee caf
stands out for its Victorian style architecture.
Visitors are allowed to relish different scenes
of trains stopping at the platform and people
passing by that you might forget about time.
As for the coffee, a must-try special on the
menu would definitely be Affagato where
the perfect blend of Espresso coffee and
rich vanilla ice cream combine, topped
with espresso shots. Or you can opt for
refreshing smoothies along with a piece of
tasty cake. Even though your train is late, you
would still be patient.
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Sit & Sip

Jetty

Open daily 09.00 – 19.00
Tel. 08 1856 2519

Rd.
Phetkasem
Market

Chaichai
Market

Rd.

Police
Station
Clock Tower

Soi Hua Hin 55

Thua Yen

Hua Hin Train Library

Hua Hin Night

Liab Thang Rot Fai Road, Hua Hin,
Prachuap Khiri Khan 77110

Klai
Kang
n
Palacwo
e

Soi Hua Hin 51

Baan Issara Youyen
Naebkheh
at Rd.
Banan

Damnoen Kasem Rd.

HUA HIN COFFEE
STATION

Dechanuchit
Rd.

Naret D
amri

Hua Hin Coffee Station

Hua Hin Train Station

LAT 12.566810
LONG 99.954930

่าง

GUIDE

อย

From Phetkasem Road (Hua Hin-bound), turn right into
Soi Hua Hin 76. Keep straight until you hit the end of
the alley and you will find Hua Hin Coffee Station.

ตัว

LOVE
Lovely postcards are available
for your selection. Pick one,
write to someone you think
about, attach a stamp and
drop it in the post box.
You can be sure it will get
to the recipient.

TO DO

Let’s take a walk d buy
some souvenirs foranyo
loved ones at home. ur

